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Image captioning using CNN and RNN
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Abstract: Image captioning is a fast-growing research field of computer vision and natural

language processing that involves creating text explanations for images. It is a concept of

gathering the right description of the given image on the internet use Computer Vision and

natural language processing. It is achieved using the Deep learning techniques called as

convolution neural network and recurrent neural network. The dataset used for

implementation is called as the Flickr8k Dataset. The task of image captioning can be

divided into two modules logically – one is an image-based model - which extracts the

features and nuances out of our image, and the other is a language-based model – which

translates the features and objects given by our image-based model to a natural sentence.

Keywords: Image captioning, convolutional neural network, recurrent neural networks, deep

learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image Caption generation is a task in

which a machine model is trained using

artificial Intelligence in a way that the

machine can understand the Image scene at

a same level as human beings understand

the visual world. Image Captioning is

basically like a short description generated

by just looking at the image visually. In

this task, a machine is fed with an input

image and based on the intelligence and
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training given, the model generates a

simple caption which indeed explains the

content of the image in a human readable

form. This task is a Supervised learning

algorithm example. Such task become

more challenging when a machine must

generate a caption for unseen or not

trained images. Generally, a model tries to

break an image down into objects and

classify these objects before generating

sentence or caption.

Captioning of image basically aims

towards generating natural language and

simple captions which describes the image

content accurately. In this task, all objects

and their relationship should be depicted

precisely. A traditional algorithm which is

a combination of Convolutional and

Recurrent network used for generating

captions has many problems such as

gradient vanishing, not so accurate

identification of objects and their

relationship or generation of captions only

for seen images, etc.

An Automatic Image Captioning Model

which is a combination of advanced

Convolutional and Long Short-Term

Memory Deep Neural Network algorithms

(CNN and LSTM) is a variation of

traditional method to overcome the

problems that arises using traditional way

of captioning. The Model is divided into

two stages: First stage uses Convolutional

algorithm and second stage uses Long

Short-Term Memory. The input to the first

stage is image/picture. The proposed

system model also focuses on the

informative captions that best describes the

image scene.

In the proposed system model, the first

stage known as Encoder stage is feed with

image vector where the image is already

pre-processed and then given as input to

Stage 1. At this stage, various

convolutional layers are applied on the

vector which fetches appropriate features

from the provided vector before sending it

to next stage. After applying number of

convolutional layers/operations on the

image vector, it is then sent to next stage

which is Decoder stage. Stage 2 processes

the image vector given by the Stage 1 in a

linear way to generate captions. The

methodology uses LSTM algorithm in

Stage 2 which is advanced version of

recurrent neural network (RNN) helps to

overcome the gradient explosion problem.

LSTM has an advantage as its various

memory gates which decides the flow of

the information in the Stage 2. It also has

an advantage to retain the data for longer

period of time and dependencies. This

Stage 2 outputs a sequential decoded

simple language sentence or captions for

the given input image.

This project uses advanced methods of

computer vision using Deep Learning and

natural language processing using a
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Recurrent Neural Network. Deep Learning

is a machine learning technique with

which we can program the computer to

learn complex models and understand

patterns in a large dataset. The

combination of increasing computation

speed, wealth of research and the rapid

growth of technology. Deep Learning and

AI is experiencing massive growth

worldwide and will perhaps be one of the

world’s biggest industries in the near

future. The 21stcentury is the birth of AI

revolution, and data becoming the

new ’oil’ for it. Every second in today’s

world large amount of data is being

generated. We need to build models that

can study these datasets and come up with

patterns or find solution for analysis and

research. This can be achieved solely due

to deep learning. Computer Vision is a

cutting-edge field of computer science that

aims to enable computers to understand

what is being seen in an image. Computers

don’t perceive the world like humans do.

For them the perception is just sets of raw

numbers and because of several limitations

like type of camera, lighting conditions,

clarity, scaling, viewpoint variation etc.

make computer vision so hard to process

as it is very tough to build a robust model

that can work on every condition. The

neural network architectures normally we

see were trained using the current inputs

only. While developing the system, the

generating output does not consider the

previous inputs. It is because of neglecting

any memory elements present. That is why

the use of RNN tackles the memory issues

that haunt the system. This led us to create

an efficient system.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In method proposed by Liu, Shuang & Bai,

Liang & Hu, Yanli & Wang, Haoran et al.

[1], two models of deep learning namely,

Convolutional Neural Network-Recurrent

Neural Network (CNN-RNN) Based

Image Captioning, Convolutional Neural

Network-Convolutional Neural

(CNNCNN)Based Image Captioning. In

CNN-RNN Based frame work,

Convolutional Neural Networks for

encoding and Recurrent Neural Networks

for the decoding process. Using CNN, the

images here are converted to vectors and

these vectors are called image features

these are passed into Recurrent neural

networks as input. In RNN’s se NLTK

libraries are used to get the actual captions

for the project. In the CNN-CNN based

frame work only CNN is used for both

encoding and decoding of the images.

Here vocab dictionary is used and it is

mapped with Image features to get the

exact word for the given image using

NLTK library. Thus, generating the error

free caption. Consisting of many models

that are given at the same time of

convolution techniques simultaneously is
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certainly quicker compared to the train the

continuous flowing recurrently repetitions

of these techniques. CNN-CNN Model has

less training time as compared to the

CNN-RNN Model. The CNN-RNN Model

has more training time as it is sequential

but it has less loss compared to the CNN-

CNN Model.

In the method proposed by Ansari Hani et

al [2] Here they have used encoding

decoding model for image captioning.

Here they have mentioned two more

models for image captioning they are:

Retrieval based captioning and template-

based captioning. Retrieval based

captioning is the process where training

images are placed in one space and their

corresponding captions which are

generated are placed in another scope now

in the new scope the correlations are

calculated for the test image and captions

the highest valued correlation caption is

retrieved as caption for the given image

from the given set of captions dictionary.

Prototype based descripting is the

technique is done by them in this paper.

Here they have used Inception V3 model

as their encoder and they have used

attention mechanism and GRU as their

decoder to generate the captions.

In the method proposed by Subrata Das,

Lalit Jain et al [3] This model is mainly

based on how the deep learning models are

used for Military Image captioning. It

mainly uses CNN RNN based frame work.

They have used Inception model for

encoding the images and to decrease the

gradient descent problem they have used

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM’S)

Networks.

In the method proposed by G Geetha et al

[4] they have used CNN-LSTM model for

image captioning. The entire flow of the

model was explained from data set

collection to caption generation. Here

Convolutional Neural Networks was used

as encoder and LSTMs was used as

decoder for generating the captions.

Image captioning approach mechanically

producing a caption for a photograph. As a

lately emerged research place, its miles

attracting more and more interest. To

obtain the motive of picture captioning,

semantic facts of pictures desires to be

captured and expressed in natural

languages. Connecting both research

communities of computer vision and

natural language processing, photograph

captioning is a pretty tough challenge.

Various methods have been proposed to

treatment this hassle. A survey on

advances in photo captioning research is

given. Based on the technique

accompanied the photograph captioning

procedures are categorised into distinct

training. Representative strategies in each

class are summarized, and their strengths

and boundaries are referred to [5].
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In this the use of a knowledge graphs that

capture widespread or common-sense

knowledge, to reinforce the facts extracted

from pics by the state-of- the-artwork

techniques for image captioning is

explored. The outcomes of the experiments,

on several benchmark statistics sets

inclusive of MS COCO, as measured by

using CIDEr-D, a overall performance

metric for picture captioning, display that

the variants of the kingdom-of- the-art

techniques for photo captioning that make

use of the facts extracted from expertise

graphs can appreciably outperform people

who depend solely on the data extracted

from snap shots [6].

Automatically generating a herbal

language description of an photo is a

challenge close to the heart of photo

understanding. In this paper, a multi-

version neural community approach

intently associated with the human visual

system that routinely learns to describe the

content material of snap shots is presented.

The version includes two sub-models: an

item detection and localization model,

which extract the statistics of gadgets and

their spatial dating in pictures respectively;

Besides, a deep recurrent neural network

(RNN) based on lengthy quick-time period

memory (LSTM) gadgets with attention

mechanism for sentences era[7].

In latest years giant development has been

made in photograph captioning, the use of

Recurrent Neural Networks powered by

means of lengthy-short-time period

reminiscence (LSTM) devices. Despite

mitigating the vanishing gradient problem,

and in spite of their compelling potential to

memorize dependencies, LSTM units are

complicated and inherently sequential

throughout time. However, the complex

addressing and overwriting mechanism

blended with inherently sequential

processing, and big garage required

because of back-propagation thru time

(BPTT), poses demanding situations at

some point of education[8].

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Our model uses two different neural

networks to generate the captions. The first

neural network is Convolutional Neural

Network (CNN), which is used to train the

images as well as to detect the objects in

the image with the help of various pre-

trained models

like VGG, Resnet50, Inception or YOLO.

The second neural network used is

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based

Long Short Term Memory(LSTM), which

is used to generate captions from the

generated object keywords. As, there is lot

of data involved to train and validate the

model, generalized machine learning

algorithms will not work. Deep Learning

has been evolved from the recent times to

solve the data constraints on Machine
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Learning algorithms. GPU based

computing is required to perform the Deep

Learning tasks more effectively.

Deep Learning

Deep learning is a subset of machine

learning, which is essentially a neural

network with three or more layers. These

neural networks attempt to simulate the

behaviour of the human brain—albeit far

from matching its ability—allowing it to

“learn” from large amounts of data. While

a neural network with a single layer can

still make approximate predictions,

additional hidden layers can help to

optimize and refine for accuracy.

Deep learning drives many artificial

intelligence (AI) applications and services

that improve automation, performing

analytical and physical tasks without

human intervention. Deep learning

technology lies behind everyday products

and services (such as digital assistants,

voice-enabled TV remotes, and credit card

fraud detection) as well as emerging

technologies (such as self-driving cars).

Deep learning neural networks, or artificial

neural networks, attempts to mimic the

human brain through a combination of data

inputs, weights, and bias. These elements

work together to accurately recognize,

classify, and describe objects within the

data. Deep neural networks consist of

multiple layers of interconnected nodes,

each building upon the previous layer to

refine and optimize the prediction or

categorization. This progression of

computations through the network is called

forward propagation. The input and output

layers of a deep neural network are called

visible layers. The input layer is where the

deep learning model ingests the data for

processing, and the output layer is where

the final prediction or classification is

made.

Another process called backpropagation

uses algorithms, like gradient descent, to

calculate errors in predictions and then

adjusts the weights and biases of the

function by moving backwards through the

layers to train the model. Together,

forward propagation and backpropagation

allow a neural network to make predictions

and correct for any errors accordingly.

Over time, the algorithm becomes

gradually more accurate.

The above describes the simplest type of

deep neural network in the simplest terms.

However, deep learning algorithms are

incredibly complex, and there are different

types of neural networks to address

specific problems or datasets. For example,

Convolutional Neural Networks and

Recurrent Neural Networks.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)

Convolutional Neural Network

(ConvNet/CNN) is a Deep Learning

algorithm that can take in an input image,

assign importance (learnable weights and
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biases) to various aspects/objects in the

image, and be able to differentiate one

from the other. The pre-processing

required in a ConvNet is much lower as

compared to other classification algorithms.

While in primitive methods filters are

hand-engineered, with enough training,

ConvNets have the ability to learn these

filters/characteristics. The architecture of a

ConvNet is analogous to that of the

connectivity pattern of Neurons in the

Human Brain and was inspired by the

organization of the Visual Cortex.

Individual neurons respond to stimuli only

in a restricted region of the visual field

known as the Receptive Field. A collection

of such fields overlaps to cover the entire

visual area.

A ConvNet is able to successfully capture

the Spatial and Temporal dependencies in

an image through the application of

relevant filters. The architecture performs

a better fitting to the image dataset due to

the reduction in the number of parameters

involved and the reusability of weights. In

other words, the network can be trained to

understand the sophistication of the image

better.

Fig.1 Architecture of CNN

Convolutional Layer

The convolution layer is the core building

block of the CNN [7]. It carries the main

portion of the network’s computational

load. This layer performs a dot product

between two matrices, where one matrix is

the set of learnable parameters otherwise

known as a kernel, and the other matrix is

the restricted portion of the receptive field.

The kernel is spatially smaller than an

image but is more in-depth. This means

that, if the image is composed of three

(RGB) channels, the kernel height and

width will be spatially small, but the depth

extends up to all three channels. If we have

an input of size W x W x D and Dout

number of kernels with a spatial size of F

with stride S and amount of padding P,

then the size of output volume can be

determined by the following formula

Pooling Layer

The pooling layer replaces the output of

the network at certain locations by

deriving a summary statistic of the nearby

outputs. This helps in reducing the spatial

size of the representation, which decreases

the required amount of computation and

weights. The pooling operation is

processed on every slice of the

representation individually. If there is no
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pooling, the output has the same resolution

as the input.

The following are some methods for

pooling:

Max-pooling: It chooses the most

significant element from the feature map.

The feature map’s significant features are

stored in the resulting max-pooled layer. It

is the most popular method since it

produces the best outcomes.

Average pooling: It entails calculating the

average for each region of the feature map.

Fully Connected Layer

At the end of CNN, there is a Fully

connected layer of neurons. As in

conventional Neural Networks, neurons in

a fully connected layer have full

connections to all activations in the

previous layer and work similarly. After

training, the feature vector from the fully

connected layer is used to classify images

into distinct categories. Every activation

unit in the next layer is coupled to all of

the inputs from this layer. Overfitting

occurs because all of the parameters are

occupied in the fully-connected layer

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)

A recurrent neural network (RNN) is a

type of artificial neural network which

uses sequential data or time series data.

These deep learning algorithms are

commonly used for ordinal or temporal

problems, such as language translation,

natural language processing (nlp), speech

recognition, and image captioning; they

are incorporated into popular applications

such as Siri, voice search, and Google

Translate. Like feedforward and

convolutional neural networks (CNNs),

recurrent neural networks utilize training

data to learn.

They are distinguished by their “memory”

as they take information from prior inputs

to influence the current input and output.

While traditional deep neural networks

assume that inputs and outputs are

independent of each other, the output of

recurrent neural networks depend on the

prior elements within the sequence. While

future events would also be helpful in

determining the output of a given sequence,

unidirectional recurrent neural networks

cannot account for these events in their

predictions

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

In sequence prediction challenges, Long

Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks are

a type of Recurrent Neural Network that

can learn order dependence. The output of

the previous step is used as input in the

current step in RNN. Hochreiter & Schmid

Huber created the LSTM. It addressed the

issue of RNN long-term dependency, in

which the RNN is unable to predict words

stored in long-term memory but can make

more accurate predictions based on current

data.
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The LSTM is made up of four neural

networks and numerous memory blocks

known as cells in a chain structure. A

conventional LSTM unit consists of a cell,

an input gate, an output gate, and a forget

gate. The flow of information into and out

of the cell is controlled by three gates, and

the cell remembers values over arbitrary

time intervals. The LSTM algorithm is

well adapted to categorize, analyse, and

predict time series of uncertain duration.

Fig.2 Structure of LSTM

The cells store information, whereas the

gates manipulate memory. There are three

entrances:

Input Gate: It determines which of the

input values should be used to change the

memory. The sigmoid function determines

whether to allow 0 or 1 values through.

And the tanh function assigns weight to

the data provided, determining their

importance on a scale of -1 to 1.

Forget Gate: It finds the details that

should be removed from the block. It is

decided by a sigmoid function. For each

number in the cell state Ct-1, it looks at the

preceding state (ht-1) and the content input

(Xt) and produces a number between 0

(omit this) and 1 (keep this).

Output Gate: The block’s input and

memory are used to determine the output.

The sigmoid function determines whether

to allow 0 or 1 values through. And the

tanh function determines which values are

allowed to pass through 0, 1. And the tanh

function assigns weight to the values

provided, determining their relevance on a

scale of -1 to 1 and multiplying it with the

sigmoid output.

The recurrent neural network uses long

short-term memory blocks to provide

context for how the software accepts

inputs and creates outputs. Because the

program uses a structure based on short-

term memory processes to build longer-

term memory, the unit is dubbed a long

short-term memory block. In natural

language processing, these systems are

extensively used.

A sequence of repeating neural network

modules makes up all recurrent neural

networks. This repeating module in
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traditional RNNs will have a simple

structure, such as a single tanh layer. The

output of the current time step becomes the

input for the following time step, which is

referred to as Recurrent. At each element

of the sequence, the model examines not

just the current input, but also what it

knows about the prior ones.

The LSTM cycle is divided into four steps:

• • Using the forget gate, information

to be forgotten is identified from a prior

time step.

• • Using input gate and tanh, new

information is sought for updating cell

state.

• • The information from the two

gates above is used to update the cell state.

• • The output gate and the squashing

operation provide useful information.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig.3 System architecture

IV. RESULTS

Fig.4 Kaggle Interface
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Fig.5 Flickr8k Dataset Images

Fig.6 Description
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Fig.7 Screen Before uploading image

Fig.8 Image capturing using CNN and LSTM
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Fig.9 Screen showing the caption for given image

Fig.10 caption generated for example image 1

Fig.11 caption generated for example image 2
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V. CONCLUSION

We developed an Automatic Image

Captioning Model which is a combination

of CNN and advanced RNN: LSTM for

generating qualitative and accurate

captions which could describe the image in

natural and easy language. The Proposed

Model is trained with 6000 Images using

Flicker8k dataset which contained Images

along with its captions. The proposed

Convolutional deep neural network

extracts the important features from image

and stores it in feature vector. The feature

vector is sent to LSTM model to generate a

sequential sentence combing the extracted

features and their relationship to form a

caption.

The proposed Model generates precise

captions for the Image. The model has

reduced the error rate in the caption. The

proposed system used LSTM algorithm to

overcome the gradient vanishing problem

of traditional RNN algorithm. The System

is tested with 2000 Flicker8k dataset

images.

The System is accurately able to identify

the objects in the images and their

relationship. In Future, this proposed

model can be extended where a system can

be trained using images, its caption and

also descriptions which helps improves the

caption accuracy.
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